
Conclusions

❖ Lead ratios differentiate by grape colour so cannot be used for 

provenance testing without recourse to more complex statistics.

❖ All other isotope ratios play a role in determining whether a wine is 

from Australia (97.6% Australian  wines correctly classified).

❖ Differentiation of production regions within Australia is also possible.
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Likely targets for fraud include limited-supply, high-value iconic wines and high-volume wines. Such fraud can 

damage both the reputation of individual brands, and that of their country of origin.

Despite use of emerging and innovative packaging, and blockchain technologies, there is still demand for ways 

to protect wine authenticity using chemical analysis to verify the geographical provenance of a wine. 

Strontium isotope ratios, along with some trace metals, were demonstrated recently by the AWRI to achieve 

these goals but results suggested more complementary data were required for improvement. 

Results

A balanced sample set across all Australian zones and principal cultivars  
was put together with the help of Wine Australia’s Regulatory Services team: Figure 1. Isotope ratios of B, O and Sr coloured

by continent of origin (no statistical treatment,
n = 386)

This plot shows that the data contains inherent
ability to separate Australian from overseas wines.

Figure 2. Principal Component Analysis using
the isotope ratios of B, Pb, Li, O and Sr coloured
by red/white grape

This plot shows there is also latent information
separating samples on grape colour, largely driven
by lead isotope ratios.

Figure 3. Orthogonal Projection of Latent
Structures–Discriminant Analysis (OPLS-DA)
using the isotope ratios of B, Li, O and Sr;
classified by origin (Australia/overseas) and
coloured by grape type (red/white)

This OPLS-DA shows its is possible to differentiate
Australian wines from overseas wines regardless of
grape colour.

Aim

To explore the utility of other isotope ratios boron (B),

lithium (Li), lead (Pb), oxygen (O) and strontium (Sr) in

differentiating commercially-available bottled wines from

multiple regions of Australia and from other countries.
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Figure 4. An OPLS-DA plot using the isotope
ratios of B, Li, O and Sr; classified by Australian
Crustal Element designation, and coloured by
State

This OPLS-DA shows it is possible to classify
Australian wines (regardless of grape colour) based
on the subsoil types.


